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Abstract - The ubiquitous computing, also named pervasive computing, gathers the characteristics of mobile computing and the techniques of context-awareness which are actually flexible, adaptable, and capable of acting autonomously. However, pervasive computing introduces a variety of software, hardware and users’ engineering challenges. We look, while realizing our thesis, for a framework for the design and adaptation of the pervasive system. Firstly, we attempt to allow the software agents to assist the users in manipulating the resources on the Web. Then, we try to manage the interoperability between the resources and their adaptation to the various contexts of use (semantic, network, etc.). Finally, we present the knowledge in an accessible form to both man and machine. In this paper, we present the first phase of our work which resides in conceiving a structure for the design pattern of the pervasive system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pervasive system combines ubiquity, mobility and context-awareness. The evolution of pervasive computing, fortunately, has opened new horizons to the classical information systems by integrating new technologies and services that may lead to a seamless access to information sources at anytime, anyhow and anywhere. But, for every plus there is a minus. This evolution has brought about new challenges to information modeling. No matter what the challenge is, these systems must be able to be used in various contexts according to the user environment, his profile, the used terminal, etc.

In the literature, several researchers are working on the pervasive systems adaptation. Each researcher offers his own dimensions for the context. In this paper, we intend to realize a design pattern structure useful for the adaptation of any application in a pervasive context. According to Alexander [1], a pattern describes a problem which frequently occurs in an environment as well as a solution that can be adapted to a specific situation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the creation steps of the Pattern Design. Section 3 presents the process to validate the design pattern structure.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Daniel Salber defines the context in [2] as the “Environmental information or context that covers information that is a part of an application operating environment and that can be sensed by the application. This typically includes the location, identity, activity and the state of the people, groups and objects. The context may also be related to places or the computing environment”. For such a literature keen on the context model, Held - the oldest model - is deemed to be the simplest key value model to use [2]. After this model, more and more typical models came into sight. The models are often classified by the structure plans of data which are used to describe and transmit the contextual information. In this work, we present four models: CSCP, SOUPA, COMANTO and Activity.

A. CSCP (Comprehensive Structured Context Profiles)

In 2002, CSCP, which is the extension of CC/PP (Composite Capabilities / Preferences Profiles), was proposed by Held who did not define any fixed hierarchy to solve the problems of CC/PP. The context model CSCP represents the profile sessions and is based on RDF; it does not impose any fixed hierarchical structure for the context notion. Thus, it inherits the full flexibility and the expressive power of RDF. The CSCP, indeed, allows the merger of the profile fragments that are dynamically retrieved even from various web sites [3].

- The user profile: is composed of static characteristics (name, first name, etc.) and evolutionary characteristics which are defined by his environment (location, time, etc.) and his preferences
- The device profile: presents the material context (type of device, screen size, etc.) and the software context (operating system, version, etc.).
- The network profile: exposes information about the type of network, its characteristics, etc.
- The session profile: presents the connection from the user to the system.

B. SOUPA (Standard Ontology for Ubiquitous and Pervasive Applications)

The SOUPA project was created in November, 2003. It is part of the work caring for the semantic web which was developed by the “Special Interest Unicomp” group [4]. The objective of this project is to define the ontology written in OWL which supports the pervasive applications. The SOUPA concepts cover themselves with the set of existing ontology vocabularies.

The ontology cited by SOUPA included the Friend Of Friend (FOF), DAML Time, Open Cyc, RCC, COBRA-ONT, MoGATU BDI and Rei ontology policy. In other words, SOUPA contains two distinctive connected subsets of ontology: the SOUPA Core and the SOUPA Extension. On the one hand, the first ontology allows defining the
generic vocabularies for the construction of the pervasive applications [5]. On the other hand, the second one allows defining the additional vocabularies to support a specific type of applications and provides examples of defining new extensions of SOUPA.

In this work, we focus on the SOUPA Core. The SOUPA core ontology includes a set of sub-ontology.

- **Person**: this ontology defines the vocabulary to describe the typical personal information and profile of a person.
- **Policy and Action**: the security and privacy are two increasing concerns in the development and deployment of the pervasive computing systems.
- **Agent and BDI**: during the construction of the pervasive systems, it is useful to present the computer model entities as agents.
- **Time**: SOUPA defined a set of ontology to model the time and the temporal relations.
- **Space**: this ontology is designed to support reasoning about the spatial relationships between the different types of geographical spaces and geographical coordinates.
- **Event**: is the event of the activities that have the same spatial and temporal extensions.

C. **COMANTO** (COntext Management oNTology)

The ontology of context Daidalos, also called COMANTO (COntext management oNTology), was created by Roussaki [6] in 2005. It is the outcome of a hybrid context modeling approach to handle the context objects and the context knowledge. The COMANTO ontology is proposed as a public context semantic vocabulary supporting the efficient reasoning about the contextual concepts (such as users, activities, tools, etc.) and their associations. The ontology classes of the context COMANTO can be described as:

- **Person**: it is the central entity in the ontology COMANTO. It represents all the human entities and offers the diverse properties of the data type to integrate the user into the related context.
- **Place**: it is the abstraction of a physical space. It offers a set of data properties that associate a physical location with its symbolic or geographical representation.
- **Preferences**: in order to model the user, the service, the network and the device preferences.
- **Service**: it stores the information relevant to the applications taken by the user.
- **Legal Entity**: This class is mentioned as a representation of the corporate actors involved in the pervasive computing supply chain.
- **Device**: the class “Device” is an abstract representation of mobile devices.
- **Network**: the class “Network” contains all the network information.
- **Sensors**: is another abstract class to get a true representation of the device.

D. **ACTIVITY Model**

The theory of activity is a descriptive tool to help understand the unity of knowledge and activity [7]. It focuses on the practice of the individual and collective work. An activity consists of a subject, an object and an artifact or a tool of mediation. The activity theory is applied to provide a model that covers all the possible contexts in ubiquitous computing. The model of context “Activity” appears in eight main categories. In each category, there are other levels of context. The elements of the context model can be described as follows:

- **User**: information about the user that the system is interested in.
- **Tools**: list of the available tools in the public place.
- **Rules**: norms, social rules and legislations through which the user is related to the others in his community.
- **Community**: information about the persons around the user who can have an influence on the activity.
- **Object**: the intention and the objective of the user.
- **Time**: it is a moment in a particular situation in which an activity takes place.
- **The division of labor**: the distribution of tasks between the members of the community.
- **Result**: the result of the object transformation.

III. **DESIGN PATTERN STRUCTURE MODELING PROCESS**

The various phases of the design pattern structure conception are presented in the Figure below (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The various steps of the proposal execution.](image-url)

Firstly, we intend to transform the four contextual models: CSCP, SOUPA, COMANTO and Activity into a UML class diagram. Secondly, we perform a comparative study of the different concepts of each model. Finally, we present a consistent class diagram of these models. These models will be validated by the instances creation in the medical, educational, commercial and archaeological fields.

A. **The transformation of contextual models**

1) **The CSCP model transformation**: The CSCP transformation of the graphical RDF (Resource Description Framework) model into a valid class diagram is realized according to the following transformation rules.

The “predicate” and “object” are transformed into UML classes.

The “subject” is transformed into association,
The “rdfs:bag” is transformed into a composition with a constraint OCL.

The UML class diagram of the CSPC model is shown in the following Figure (see Figure. 2).

Figure 2. The class diagram of the CSPC model.

2) The SOUPA ontology transformation: The SOUPA core class diagram is achieved through a theoretical study of the different concepts in each ontology. In fact, a set of transformation rules are defined in a manual way to ensure this transformation. The class diagram corresponding to SOUPA ontology is represented in the Figure 3. The transformation rules [8] that allow for the realization of the class diagram represented in Figure 3 are presented as follows:

Owl: Property: is transformed into a UML attribute.
Owl: class: is transformed into a UML class.
Defined by: like “owl:property”, the property “defined by” is transformed into a UML attribute.
Union and intersection: these relations are replaced by the relations of the composition within the OCL constraints.
subClassOf: the property “subClassOf” is transformed into an extended relationship.

Figure 3. The class diagram of SOUPA Ontology.

We define the following set of OCL constraints from SOUPA Core.

SpatialTemporalEvent=intersect(SpatialTemporalThing, Event)

Figure 4. The class diagram of the ontology COMANTO.

4) The ACTIVITY model transformation: The transformation process of the context “Activity” structure into a UML class diagram represents the transformation of a simple graphic model into a UML class diagram.

Figure 5. The class diagram of the Activity model.

The result of the Activity model transformation represented in the Figure above (see Figure. 5) is fulfilled through the use of the following three rules.

The nodes are transformed into classes.
The arcs are converted into oriented associations in the UML diagram.
The arcs of the type “partOf” are transformed by the UML
aggregations.

B. The comparative study

The adaptation of the applications to the pervasive system is essentially based on a given model. In this work, we put the stress on the design pattern structure of the adaptation. To unify the existing models, we try to make a structure according to the four suggested models; CSCP, SOUPA, COMANTO and Activity model. This design pattern structure is a UML class diagram that will be turned into an application ontology written in OWL. This ontology will allow for the support system creation to design the pervasive application.

After the theoretical study of the four presented models, we have made a comparison between the different concepts used in each model. We presented in the following table the intersection concepts of selected models (see Table I). The goal is to make an application structure compiled with all of these models. All these concepts will be transformed into a UML class diagram for the design pattern structure. The latter will be used in the phase of adaptation.

<p>| TABLE I. THE COMPARATIVE TABLE OF CONCEPTS. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>CSCP</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>COMANTO</th>
<th>SOUPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Person</td>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>Device profile</td>
<td>User profile</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Role (social multiType)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Property : context</td>
<td>P2P relations known (person)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Rule</td>
<td>Legal entity</td>
<td>resRule</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Place</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Geographical space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Action</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Network profile</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desire</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>BDEsieres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Coordinate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Included</td>
<td>Included in</td>
<td>Location Coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordinate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Included in</td>
<td>Adjacent to</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. The proposed class diagram

After the comparative study between the four models, we can extract the principal classes that can be used in the proposed design pattern structure. Indeed, a class is called principal if it is common among the concepts of the four presented models.

The associations between the proposed classes are presented according to this theoretical study. The result of this study is presented in the next points.

- Agent: this class is used for the presentation of the different actors in a pervasive system. It assembles the human actor and the device actor.
- Persons: present the human actors.
- Device: presents the peripheral devices in a pervasive system.
- Service: presents the services offered by each device.
- Networks: collect the characteristics of the different types of network.
- Location coordinates: present the spatial relation between the different locations in a pervasive system.
- Preferences: present the information profile of the person who realizes the activity in a pervasive system.
- Activity: presents the characteristics of the activity requested by the user.
- Rules: gather the different rules of activity, person and network interacting in a pervasive system.
- Time: presents the characteristics of the temporal and the relation ones of the different things in a pervasive system.
- Locations: represent the characteristics of localizations of the human and mobile devices in a pervasive system.

These classes will be presented in a UML class diagram (see Figure. 6). In a pervasive system, the context is defined by a set of characteristics that are related either to the user (classes; person, preference and role), to the physical environment (classes; location and location coordination), to the network (classes; network and rules), to the activity (classes activity, time and rules), to the devices (class device) or to the service (class services).

A characteristic is represented by a key/value. The attribute specifies the name of the characteristic and its value is given by the same name. For example, a network may be the characteristic of the flow rate. This instance may have the attribute “flow rate” and the value “1 Mbps”. The definition of the representation of the PSI needs to be dynamic and scalable since it is composed of one or more characteristics. These characteristics are not defined in advance, but they are defined by the system designer and according to his needs.

IV. THE DESIGN PATTERN STRUCTURE VALIDATION

UML is a semi-formal language that allows us to have a better visual clarity of our design pattern structure. However, to describe the instances of this design pattern structure, we have chosen the formalisms RDF/RDFS/OWL. The formal languages are inspired by the logic of description. They are
more appropriate to describe the semantics because they provide us with the basic predicates that we can re-use.

To validate the proposed design pattern structure, we try to apply it to different fields. These instances are created manually and compared with the existing models. We are interested in the validation process of the respective domain ontology of medical, educational, archaeological and commercial field (see Figure 7).

A. The medical field instance

In order to validate the proposed model, we have created an ontology representing an instance of the design pattern structure in the medical field. The classes representing “the mobility” are not represented. The instance created in the medical field will be presented in the next RDF/RDFS/OWL document (see Figure 8). We have compared this instance to the class diagram corresponding to Digital Imaging Communication in Medicine (DICOM).

DICOM is a format that defines the methods of connection, transfer and identification of medical data. We found that this instance represents an essential part of this format [9].

After the instance creation, we have created a comparative list of the set of the DICOM classes and the set of instance classes (see Table II). An important number of DICOM concepts are presented in the proposed RDF/RDFS/OWL instance.

B. The commercial field instance

In order to validate the proposed model, we have created an ontology representing an instance of the design pattern structure in the commercial field. We used the e-commerce open EDI to validate the proposed model.

The open EDI proposes a standard to describe the roles of diverse companies and guarantees that their applications are able to communicate through the EDI messages [10]. To do it, we realized an instance in the commercial field; this instance is presented in Figure 9.

The proposed instance represents a part of the commercial domain. Information in the commercial field has been represented in this instance. The result of the comparison in the commercial field is represented in the following table (see Table III).

C. The educational field instance

The second field is education. At this level, the standard used for comparison is the Learning Object Meta-data (LOM). The Learning Object Metadata is an international data model, usually encoded in XML, providing a model to describe the meta-data associated with the learning objects of any kind, digital or not [11].

A theoretical study of this standard allowed us to realize the instance of the following model. The instance of this field is represented in the following Figure.

To compare this instance to the Learning Object Metadata, we have created a comparative table among the set of
LOM classes and the set of instances. This list is represented in the following table (see Table IV). We found that we have talked about five classes defined in LOM.

**TABLE IV. THE EDUCATIONAL FIELD COMPARISON.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOM</th>
<th>Conceptual</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Educational</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Instance | * | * | * | * | * | * | * | * | * |

**D. The archaeological field instance**

The third field is archaeology. At this level, the standard used for comparison is the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC CRM) standard. The CIDOC CRM is intended to promote a shared understanding of the cultural heritage information by providing a common and an extensible semantic framework in which any cultural heritage information can be mapped [12]. It is intended to be a common language for the domain experts and implementers to formulate the requirements of the information systems and to serve as a guide for the good practice of the conceptual modeling (see Figure 10).

**Figure 11. The instance of the archaeological field.**

The comparison between the two class diagrams: CIDOC CRM and the proposed model instance lead to the result represented in the following table (see Table V).

**TABLE V. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD COMPARISON.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIDOC CRM</th>
<th>Chronological</th>
<th>Conceptual</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Educational</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instance</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These instances present a large part of each presented standard. The validation of the proposed model requires the validation of these instances. First, in the medical field we have discussed six concepts of DICOM standard, i.e., 55.5% of all concepts. Second, in the educational domain we have used five out of nine concepts in the LOM standard, a percentage amounting to 55.55%. Third, in the museum field, the created instance uses all the concepts of DICOM but not all the sub-concepts (classes) that are almost 100% of concepts. Finally, we have discussed the medical field and we noticed that this instance uses ten classes from the Open EDI standard. The created instances concern different fields. Thus, we mentioned a set of classes from the proposed meta-classes except the classes representing mobility.

**V. CONCLUSION**

In this work, we presented the various phases of the generic model realization for the pervasive environment. This generic model is presented in a class diagram and it is used in the adaptation phase. Besides, the proposed model is instanced for use in e-learning and NewsML applications through the descriptive languages as RDF, RDFS and OWL. After validating the proposed class diagram model, the instances of this proposed generic model used in the second phase of our proposition which is the adaptation phase. In this phase, we are going to precede three types of adaptation: context adaptation, content adaptation and network adaptation.
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Abstract—The field of Requirements Engineering (RE) is arguably one of the most crucial areas in the development of systems in support of organisational structures and processes. Eliciting, negotiating, analysing and validating are RE processes that rely on appropriate abstraction mechanisms. This paper focuses on a specific modelling approach, that of Business Process Modelling (BPM), and the use of a specific ontology for modelling and evaluating quality aspects of business processes. This business process ontology provides an explicit specification of the shared conceptualization and understanding of enterprises between IT and non-IT experts. Specification and measurement of requirements based on an ontology fosters communication between experts. This paper proposes an approach that drives specification and measurement of quality requirements. Application of the proposed approach is illustrated for a simplified version of a business process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Arguably the most significant issue in systems development is getting requirements right and transforming them without information loss into a semantically rich specification, from which various types of software artefacts can be derived [1]. An important challenge for requirements engineering (RE) is to facilitate communication between non-IT and IT specialists [2]. An ontology designed for this purpose with well-defined semantics at the appropriate level of abstraction is the challenge this paper addresses.

Currently, enterprises are described in terms of business processes models. Linking business process quality requirements with business process concepts enables IT and business experts to define their requirements collaboratively at a common abstract level during the earliest stage of design and development of information systems.

The motivation for the work this paper presents is to use ontological constructs to facilitate specification of quality requirements based on business process concepts; in other words, ontology driven quality requirement specification. In addition to quality requirements, annotation of business process models with related information artefacts using domains’ vocabulary leverages different concepts (goals, rules, patterns, motivation, etc.) into the scope of business process ontology [3, 4]. Each business process modelling (BPM) language provides an ontology consisting of a set of concepts. A systematic realization and representation of concepts and relationships between the concepts of different BPM languages in a business process ontology [5], is essential. The formalism of a generic purpose modelling language (GPML) e.g. UML class diagram provides the ontology description. The approach is exemplified using an example from a real-life business process in an industrial case.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief summary of related works. Section 3 elaborates on ontologies, in particular business process ontologies and their application and introduces an ontology driven approach to specification and evaluation of quality of business processes. Section 4 illustrates the proposed approach for a business process. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a number of observations, reflections and suggestions for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Quality has been the topic of research in several closely related disciplines as requirement engineering, software engineering, workflow analysis, industrial engineering, system dynamics and discrete event simulation. Different levels of granularity can be considered for realizing and measuring quality in an enterprise involving many organizational layers from the very general i.e. organization-wide quality to concepts of business processes. Synoptically, investigation of the most relevant approaches in following aspects will be considered in this section: (A) the way they are being practiced (methodology e.g. systematic or ad hoc), (B) representation of business process and quality requirement (modelling and language dependency), and (C) generalizability of the approach (application) is conducted in this section.

A. Methodology

While “focus of work”, “required inputs”, “expected outputs” and a “set of phases” are prescribed with details in an approach, the approach is considered to be systematic in terms of methodology (e.g. [14], [6], [7], [8], [9]); otherwise
the approach is considered to be ad-hoc in terms of methodology (e.g. [10], [7], [11]). Wolter et al. [12] deploy a method to assign elements of their security model to a process model. Capturing quality dimensions of a business process in form of a framework are considered by Heravizadeh et al. [13]. A framework for evaluation of business process quality is introduced by Kedad et al. [14]. A requirements engineering framework with the aim of allowing active stakeholder participation is introduced by Donzelli et al. [8]. Pourshahid et al. [15] introduce a framework to measure and align processes and goals subjectively. In their work, key performance indicators (KPI) are added to user requirement notation (URN) together with explicit goals for each business process. A scenario-based methodology and a toolset for BPM and analysis is introduced by Glykas [9]. The approach defines and measures KPIs in qualitative as well as quantitative manner.

The approach by Firesmith [7] proposes a checklist of questions over which defects in software-intensive system architectures would be realized. Measurement is included in the structure although the process toward the measurement is not discussed. Lohrmann et al. [11] provide a definition for business process quality and introduce business process quality model. There are no details provided on how measurement should be conducted.

B. Modelling and language dependency

Modelling is concerned with the way an approach represents a business process. The consideration here is the use of formal or semi-formal languages in the representation (e.g. [8],[13],[14],[6],[16].) Language dependency examines this fact if an approach’s focus is on a specific language. Works by Kedad et al. [14] and Said-Cherfi et al. [17] are not tied to a specific modelling language.

Heinrich et al. [18] use the quality characteristics and attributes of processes. They distinguish on the basis of the ISO/IEC standard for software quality [10] to enhance BPMN. Saeedi et al. [14] propose a set of quality requirement factors for BPMN concepts. Role Activity Diagram notation is considered for representation of business processes by Aburub et al. [16]. The strategic rationale for the choice of business processes to be specified in BPMN models and described in terminology familiar to business people are considered by Decreus et al. [6].

C. Application

The application aspect is concerned with the target of the approach. Generic approaches can be applied to all or most situations (e.g. [19], [14]). Specific approaches (e.g. [12], [16]) are dedicated to a particular class or application or business sector.

Wolter et al. [12] focused on security requirements. Aburub et al. [16] introduced an approach in remodelling business processes for identification and inclusion of Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) for a specific case. With the focus on quality of business process model the approach by Said-Cherfi et al. [17] considers ontologies in a number of specific domains.

There are variations in methodology, in the specification approaches used and the target application of these quality approaches. The desire is to provide an approach, which is systematic and well-structured, generic enough and not tied to a specific domain or situation, and while considering formal expression of business processes is not tied to a particular BPM language. The majority of approaches discussed above are based on the assumption that a formal language (e.g. BPMN) is used to describe business processes, the majority of which use one representation scheme. A few are language independent. Some provide systematic way of working and some are generic enough to be applied in generic situations. The approach introduced in this paper in some ways complements and in others extends existing approaches by emphasizing a well-structured way for specification and objectively measurement of business processes, which is generic in application and language independent.

III. THE ONTOLOGY Driven APPROACH

During requirement analysis, an important consideration is to understand current business processes. In this effort, business process modelling plays a key role. Therefore,
having an ontology for quality aspects of any business processes, using a corresponding model, would go a long way to unifying the field and to facilitating a more systematic way of treating quality.

Synchronization between requirements and business process models requires a common basis. This common basis can be presented in an ontology confined to requirement aspects. The ontology construction is to provide an explicit representation of knowledge, that can be understood by both computers and people [20].

A business process ontology represents an abstraction of business process concepts, that is universal and not dedicated to one single BPM language. The business process ontology can be designed for business analysts to describe functional as well as non-functional requirements in a single place [21].

Another applications of a business process ontology confined to quality aspects is that stakeholders to define their desired requirements in a higher level (meta-model) rather than in specific business process specifications. A business process ontology, enriched with the desired requirements, can act as a reference model for future enriched business processes generations.

This ontology can also act as a repository. This repository can have several applications: (a) to represent models created via deploying any of the constructing modelling languages as its instantiations, (b) to be a reference between multiple business process modelling approaches of the same project, (c) to provide the basis for a repository of emerging business process models irrespective of the language used, (d) to be extended to a knowledge base, (e) to facilitate direct implementation, and (f) to be a reference model fostering incorporation of stakeholders’ requirements.

This paper proposes an ontological approach to specification and measurement of quality requirement for business process concepts. This approach includes quantitative measures for business processes in its specifications. The conceptual framework of the approach is shown in Fig. 1. The framework is presented in Object Role Modelling (ORM) notation [22].

The “conceptual framework” encompasses a set of concepts that link requirements to specific business process concepts, their factors and corresponding metrics. Fig.1 depicts that “Requirements”, are associated with “Business Process Concept”. A “Requirement” is expressed by a “Stakeholder” and is operationally queried by a set of “Questions”. Operationally querying “Requirements” are linked to components that participate in measuring achievement of the “Requirement”. “Question” essentially is a query on the 3-ary relationship of “Business Process Concept”, “Factor” and “Metric” as depicted in the objectified relationship “Result” related to “Question”.

A “Business Process” consists of a set of “Business Process Concepts”. A business process “Factor” is an inherent property of a “Business Process” or a “Business Process Concept” that can be measured quantitatively by “Metrics”.

The gap between “Objective” and the observed current performance through “Question” is shown in the relationship of “Target” and “Result”. Several “Metrics” can be associated to a single “Factor” as there might be several ways for evaluating it. Different stakeholders can indicate different metrics based on their needs [14].

The contribution of this framework is in the establishment of a set of conceptual structures that are independent of descriptive languages, or applications. Applicability of the framework is illustrated for an example of business process in the next section.

In addition to specification and measurement of quality requirements for individual business process concepts, there is a need for measuring requirement fulfilment by a business process as a whole or a part of business process. A business process ontology can foster objective evaluation of the degree to which a quality requirement for a business process is achieved based on achievements of its individual concepts.

To evaluate business processes on the basis of the result of its individual constructs, analysts need to break down process models into more manageable and easily measurable parts. Realization of reusable patterns makes this task more straightforward [23]. A business process ontology defines business process concepts and the relationships among them. In this paper, the five generic patterns of “sequential”, “exclusive”, “parallel”, “loop” and “inclusive” are implemented [5]. Higher degree business process are described as a combination of these patterns [23]. Semantics of individual patterns determine the computation rules and formulas for evaluation of the pattern based on its constructing concepts.

Due to space limitation, discussion on the method, rules and mathematical formulas for measurement (computation) and estimation (prediction) of quality of business processes based on its constructing concepts are not included in this paper. This application of the ontology driven approach is illustrated via an example in the next section.

IV. DEMONSTRATION OF APPLICABILITY

The applicability of the approach this paper proposes is demonstrated for a simplified version of business process, namely “Accepting clients” from an anonymous enterprise. The business process is known to this enterprise.

A. Evaluation of quality of individual concepts

First, in a more visual way, the instantiation of the framework is provided (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 illustrates not only the business process in terms of a model but also provides examples of the related elements for quality specification and measurement considering the business process concepts. Later, the conceptual framework is instantiated (Fig. 3) to demonstrate its application relates to the example in form of an ORM model.
As can be observed from Fig. 2, there are different departments/roles involved in the process. The process trigger is arrival of a request to accept a client. To accept the client, a set of activities is performed in a predefined order. Some related quality factors are shown in Fig. 2 namely, time to recover, time to failure, maturity, authority, timeliness, cycle time, and through put. Quality factors are assigned to the business process concepts via dashed lines as shown. For the matter of distinction, quality factors are shown in a separate box below the example. The “business process” is presented via applying BPMN as a “Business process modelling language” supported by a business process ontology e.g. [5].

Fig. 2 shows that the quality requirement of “Capturing client data should be executed more than 95% of the time without failure”, is associated with the business processes concept of “Capturing client data”; this concept belongs to business process of “Accepting client”. The Requirement is expressed by a the “Company manager” as the stakeholder and is operationally queried by questions of “What is the percentage of the time that execution is without failure out of the whole time of execution?” The quality factor “maturity” can be measured by a quality metric expressed as following:

\[ M(a) = \frac{TF(a)}{TF(a) + TR(a)} \times 100 \]  

(1)

Where “a” denotes the “Activity”, TF(a) is the “Time to Failure” and TR(a) is the “Time to Recover”.

Applicability of the proposed approach is also demonstrated via instantiation of the conceptual framework (Fig. 3) with regards to the example. The instantiation is focused on quality requirement of “capturing client data should be executed more than 95% of the time without failure”. Instances are introduced as “roles” in “fact tables”. Information in the fact tables is inline with the example described earlier and provided in Fig 2.

B. Evaluation of quality of a part of business process

Formula (1) is for calculation of the maturity of a single activity as an individual concept of a business process. Besides single concepts, there is a need for computational formulas enabling one to evaluate quality of a business measurement of maturity of a part of business process (Fig.
2) executed by “executing team” is considered in this example. The lane under investigation encompasses a flow of activities linked together either with sequential or exclusive relationship; in sequential and exclusive patterns composed of smaller parts.

Inspired by an algorithm offered for workflow reduction in [24], as can be observed in Table 1, the recognized patterns can be reduced to more manageable and easily measurable concepts. Different formulae are introduced for the different patterns. Reduction is performed in different stages. The end result is one single activity (Fig.4). Either estimation or measurement of the activity flow is possible. Based on the reduction patterns and the formulae introduced in Table 1, four steps toward complete reduction are involved in the calculation of maturity of the flow of activity (Fig. 4). For the ease of communication, the name of each activity is replaced simply with just a capital letter. Each phase involves one reduction. The result of reduction of each set of two activities is presented as another activity. The resulted activity name is indicated as the combination of the labels of the constructing activities; for example in stage 1, reduction of sequential pattern of “A→B” is a single activity namely “AB” and so on.

For the purpose of simplification, the same value is specified for the maturity measurement and estimation of the value of an activity before reduction. In the examples provided, measurements, assume the client is to be accepted. Probability of activity “C” is 75% and consequently

![Business Process Reduction Stage](image)

Table 2 provides the formulae for calculation of the activities resulting from each of the stages of reduction for two cases of measurement and estimation. The calculation is based on the formula introduced in Table 1.

As demonstrated, calculation of requirement fulfilment of a business process can be based on results of constructing concepts. This provides an objective and valid result for the business process.

### V. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper assumes that the quality of a business process can be defined by the degree to which pre-defined properties of pre-defined concepts identified within a business process are linked to stakeholder requirements. The methodological stance of the approach proposed in this paper is systematic. Stakeholder goals are transformed to objectified components, a quality objective and a quality question, that are directly linked to quality factors for a pre-defined business process concept. The approach relies on formal expressions of business processes in business process models. At the same time, it is independent of any language. The utility of approach is generic, i.e. applicable to any application and within any domain.

The outcomes of this research are beneficial to the areas of business and management, requirement engineering, software engineering, business process modelling and service-oriented architectures. In the areas of requirement engineering and software engineering, these results make it possible for practitioners to consider quality requirements at the earliest stage.

This paper establishes a strong framework upon which different methodological and technological developments may emerge such as an enhancement of existing business process modelling tools with a simulation component, the development of a workbench for analysing measured qualities and the development of further cases on an industrial basis [25]. Future research will focus on extensions and developments both in theoretical and practical perspectives. Exploring possibilities to enhance...
existing industrial business process-modelling tools with quality evaluation extensions is currently subject of research. Also, strategic modelling approaches such as system dynamics are to be coupled to business process modelling using parametric definitions according to quality criteria and experimenting with ‘what-if’ scenarios’ thus giving stakeholders an early view of the impact of their choices, on the behaviour of a business process [26].
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Abstract—Among the main benefits of service-oriented architectures is the reutilization of software components that may solve specific tasks for complex problems, requiring the composition of multiple Web services. Currently Internet is largely populated with Web services offered by different providers and published in various Web repositories. However, public available Web services still suffer from problems that have been widely discussed, such as the lack of functional semantics. This lack of semantics makes very difficult the automatic discovery and invocation of public Web services, even when the system integrator can obtain a copy of the WSDL file. This paper describes an ontological approach for discovering similarity relations between public Web services. The objective of this work is to extract relevant data that is coded into service operations descriptions, calculate similarity measures between them, represent the discovered similarities in an ontological form, and execute inference. Experimental results show that the overall process towards the automation of public Web services discovery based on ontology population and structural similarity measures is feasible and can be completely automated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, many software vendors have developed, deployed and offered software as services using interface description languages, such as the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [1]. In order to make their services available online, providers publish their service descriptions in public Web service repositories, which may or may not be conformant to a specific standard such as UDDI [2] or ebXML [3]. When software integrators search for Web services that meet certain criteria in public repositories, and try to select and invoke existing Web services, they may face some of the following problems:

1. Lack of well-documented Web service descriptions. This is a common problem that many public Web service clients or requestors face. A study and report of this problem was presented by Rodriguez et al. [4]. In this work, authors identify common mistakes in WSDL documents: inappropriate or lacking comments, use of ambiguous names for the main elements, redundant port-types, low cohesive operations in the same port-type, enclosed data model, redundant data models, etc. According to [4], less than 50% of the studied WSDL files have some documentation. Additionally, the naming of services, operations, messages and parameters does not follow any convention, and there is no obligation to provide additional semantic information. These reasons cause enormous difficulties during search, selection and invocation of services.

2. Lack of semantically enhanced Web services repositories. There are many public Web service repositories, but they do not offer sufficient semantic information about the service functionality, making very difficult the automated exploitation of deployed Web services. Majority of public repositories offer key-based search mechanisms, and some sort of classifications, but none of them offer correlations discovery between existing services considering provided interface (template) information.

Different solutions have been proposed to solve these limitations. The Semantic Web has influenced many works by providing logic-based mechanisms to describe, annotate and discover Web services. Within this context, McIlraith et al. [5] proposed one of the first initiatives to markup Web services based on DAML (ontology language), which started the important research area of “Semantic Web Services”. The term Semantic Web Services is related to the set of technologies and models based on the implementation and exploitation of ontologies as a mechanism to semantically enhance service descriptions, for instance: OWL-S [6], WSMO [7], and SAWSDL [8]. However, these methods require human experts intervention to construct ontologies and annotate Web service descriptions before their deployment.

From the perspective of Web services providers, if they want to take advantage of these semantic-based technologies, they will have to re-design their solutions with the following considerations: in case of annotating semantically their Web services using SAWSDL, they need to construct or select an ontological representation relative to the domain of the services offered; in the case of using OWL-S, service providers need to learn this model and use the tools available to create the corresponding ontological descriptions of their services; and in case of using WSMO, the learning curve is steep because it requires more effort to understand and use the complex framework of WSMO with a new ontology language. Considering that service providers are familiar with software development, but not necessarily with ontologies or semantic Web technologies.
From the point of view of a service requestor, the first problem that he will face is to find Web services repositories containing semantic Web service descriptions using these technologies. Furthermore, he will not find a universal repository containing all types of semantic service descriptions. Until now there is no reported approach or tool that automatically translates or connects (without human intervention) any pre-existing Web service description to any of the aforementioned solutions.

Despite the increasing popularity of semantic-based technologies, the numerous researchers devoted to them, the great advances and achievements; there is still an important gap between these semantic-based Web service technologies and the pre-existing Web services, which were deployed using only WSDL (including the common mistakes pointed by Crasso). There is no doubt that the semantic Web trend will continue and will consolidate in the following years, and if service providers want to stay competitive, they need to adapt and re-deploy their services using these technologies. Meanwhile, from the perspective of computer science, many solutions can be designed and constructed to overcome these difficulties.

The solution reported in this paper relies on the following basis, considering that Web services can be described using different languages, there are essential common elements that all Web services description languages must provide: a general communication interface that the client uses to create a proxy object to invoke the service remotely. This communication interface must describe information about the functions that the service offers (operation in WSDL, profile in OWL-S or capability in WSMO) as well as the correct description of input and output parameters. Taking into account these common elements between services described in any of these languages and that ontologies represent the cutting edge technological movement, this article describes an ontological representation for public Web services. With this motivation in mind, this paper describes two contributions:

A service mining process which extracts relevant service elements coded into service descriptions, calculates similarity measures, and discovers semantic relationships between them. In this work, the discovery of similarity relations is based on a set of structural and syntactical similarity measures.

An ontology-based representation of public Web services, which serves as a service repository which allows the dynamic acquisition of more service instances and discovery of similarities among them. This service ontology allows the definition of query rules to support complex service tasks such as search, discovery, selection, substitution and composition. An additional benefit of using an ontology-based representation of discovered similarities between Web services is the possibility of inter-connection and inter-operation with existing semantic models.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the Web service mining approach is described; in Section 3, experimentation is presented; in Section 4, useful application scenarios are described to show the applicability of this work; finally, in Section 5, conclusions are presented.

II. RELATED WORK

Web service automatic mining is the task of searching (by means of crawlers), retrieving and parsing public Web services. Research topics related with Web service mining are data mining and knowledge discovery. Hamel et al. [9] describe Web service mining as the process of applying data mining techniques on Web service logs, with the objective of discovering actionable Web service intelligence. In particular authors analyze the requirements to deal with four mining levels: the interface level, the abstract process level, the choreography level and the orchestration model of a composite Web service level. However, this work reports this analysis result with no experimentation or real implementations of the four mining levels. Among the main difficulties that they faced is “the lack of existing public Web service execution logs” to work with.

The work reported in Chen et al. [10] is closely related with this one, they use a bottom up discovery approach for mining Web services, use an ontology to represent discovered relations and a set of rules to obtain more definitions between Web services. However, they do not provide any experimental evidence of "real world" Web services.

A service mining framework is reported by Zheng and Bougattaya in [11]. In this work, authors describe a bottom up approach framework for mining Web services. Their main focus is on discovering any interesting and useful service composition that may came up during the mining process, with no goal containing specific search criteria. In contrast, the work reported in current paper has a similar intention mining process, in the sense that no objective criteria is provided, but the semantic relations discovered are not tailored only for composition purposes.

Zhang et al. [12] report a composite Web services discovery technique based on community mining. In this work, authors address the problem of finding services that are more suitable for a common goal to complete a task. In particular, they propose a method of mining the service community by exploiting service execution logs. The main difference between Zhang work and the approach described in current paper is the information source of the mining process.

Young-Ju et al. [13] argue that there exist a vast number of public available services that cannot be utilized by tools that enable service users to create mashups without programming knowledge. They propose a solution based on the combination of existing description languages and learning ontology mechanisms in order to enable the development of semantic web services compliant with architectural style of RESTful web services. Their ontology learning mechanism is used to extract and cluster service parameters, producing a parameter-based domain ontology which is evaluated against a traditional keyword-based service search mechanism.

Yousefipour et al. [14] propose an ontology-based framework for the discovery of semantic Web services (SWS) using a QoS approach. Their framework describes an ontology manager component which handles the provider...
and the requester domain or general ontologies. This component merges these ontologies with general ontologies and creates a new generalized ontology, which is used for ranking the resulting list of SWS. Even though authors address automatic discovery of SWS by means of ontologies, their ontologies are domain-oriented. In contrast, in this paper ontologies are used for modeling service programmatic interfaces aiming at supporting automatic search and discovery of public available Web services.

Yoo Jung et al. [15] address the problem of annotating Web services from the Deep Web. Deep Web refers to Web pages that are not accessible to search engines. In particular, authors consider Web forms interface pages as Deep Web services that reflect the real content types of the Deep Web. Their proposed solution consists of the automatic generation of a domain ontology for semantic annotation of Web services. Such domain ontology is built based on Web page attributes (any items of descriptive information about the site). Their research main goal is improving the automatic search and discovery of public Web services. However, their service description sources are different as they are using Web form interface pages instead of a formal service description language.

Sabou and Pan [16] presented a study of the major problems with Web service repositories (some of them are no longer available, however the result of the study is still relevant). They concluded that Web service repositories use simple techniques of accessing the content of Web services, browsing across services listings relies on few and low quality metadata, and metadata is not fully exploited for presentation. Authors also proposed various semantic-based solutions to enhance semantically service repositories. Retaking the early ideas of these authors, the solution that is reported in this article is to lay the foundations for the automatic construction of public Web services repositories based on ontologies.

Comparison with related work. The idea of retrieving, clustering and mining Web services using a semantic approach is new. However, none of reported works have fully achieved the level of automation with real existing Web services. Some works do not offer experimentation with real world service implementations [9], [10]. Service mining-related works were not designed with a global vision (considering programmatic interfaces and application domains) to support all service tasks; for instance [11] describes an approach tailored only for composition, [13] presents the construction of ontologies with a specific parameter-domain approach, or application-domain ontologies [14]. The rest of work use different service information sources: service execution logs [12], and Web form interface pages instead of a formal service description language [15]. The approach reported in this paper aims at automating mining real world Web services to support all service tasks based on programmatic interface ontologies and domain ontologies using as a source public Web service descriptions.

III. Mining Public Web Services

In this paper, Mining Web Services is defined as the task of unveiling similarities that hold across multiple Web services descriptions; in order to support complex tasks, such as: discovery, selection, matchmaking, substitution and composition of Web services. Data and text mining have the main purpose of discovering patterns from data and produce new information or knowledge. In this context, the objective of mining public Web services descriptions is to find certain patterns or relationships (patterns and relationships are used interchangeable as synonyms) based on a set of similarity measures.

The process of mining Web services is depicted in Figure 1. This process involves the following phases:

Retrieving public Web services. This phase consists of reading description files, identify the relevant elements, retrieve and process them. With this regard, two important requirements have to be addressed: heterogeneity of service description languages (SDL) and selection of the relevant data to be retrieved from service files. The former requirement is derived from the existence of various SDLs: WSDL, OWL-S, WSML, and SAWSDL. Both requirements are addressed by identifying the essential common elements that all SDLs must provide: a communication interface that the client uses to create a proxy object to invoke the service remotely. This communication interface must describe information about the functions that the service offers (operation in WSDL, profile in OWL-S or capability in WSML) as well as the descriptions (name and data types) of input and output parameters.

Similarities discovery, during this phase a set of similarity measures are calculated to enable the generation of new relationships between services and entail new knowledge about these relations. During this phase the mining process can be configured through the combination of various similarity measures in order to find more interesting results depending on the user needs and application objective.

Inference and maintainability. This phase consist of the execution of a set of inference rules which generate and maintain similarity relations into the ontology whenever new service instances are added. This phase also allows the definition of more rules to construct interesting relations based on the basic similarity relations. For instance, if there are two service functions which hold input and output parameter similarities, and also hold a semantic similarity on
their function names, then a combined similarity can be defined to establish a structural similarity (covering parameter and function names). Another possibility is to offer mechanisms of dependency checking if a correlated service instance is deleted.

Data type properties were defined as follows. For class **Service** has **serviceName** and has **URL** data type properties were defined to take only **xsd:string** data values. For class **Function**, the **hasFunctionName** data type property was established, allowing only **xsd:string** data values. For class **Parameter**, the **hasParameterDataType** and **hasParameterName** data type properties were defined to take **xsd:string** data values. Identification of semantic relationships between individuals of different classes in the ontology is implemented as object properties. **Service** class relates with **Function** class through **hasFunction** object property. Restrictions to this property are that a service has at least one function, and can have many functions. **Function** class is related with class **Parameter** through the **hasInputParameter** and **hasOutputParameter** object properties. Object property **hasInputParameter** is restricted to take values only from the class **InputParameters**; likewise, **hasOutputParameters** object property takes values only from the **OutputParameters** class.

**IV. ONTOLOGY TO REPRESENT WEB SERVICES**

In 1993, Gruber defined Ontology as “an explicit specification of a conceptualization” [18]. The Web service ontology described in this paper, aims at providing a formal and logical representation of the mined services together with all semantic relationships.

An important element of this mining process is the ontological representation, which consists of an ontology management interface and the resulting ontology. The Ontology management is a programming interface through which the mining phases read, write and update concepts and semantic relations into the ontology.

Figure 1 portrays the process of mining public Web services:

![Figure 1](image1.png)

The Web service Ontology is a formal and logical representation of Web services and their related application domains.

Figure 2. Ontology for the representation of Web services and their related application domains.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**V. SIMILARITY MEASURES**

Based on the work reported in Bravo and Alvarado [19], in this section various structural and syntactic similarity measures are described.

**A. Function name similarity**

Let **Oname1** and **Oname2** be two compound function names from two different Web services. **Oname1** consisting of a set of lexical tokens identified by **Ontokens1**, **Oname2** consisting of a set of lexical tokens identified by **Ontokens2**.

The lexical similarity between names is calculated using the Jaccard Similarity Coefficient:

\[
\text{FunctionNameSim}(\text{Oname}_1, \text{Oname}_2) = \frac{|\text{Ontokens}_1 \cap \text{Ontokens}_2|}{|\text{Ontokens}_1 \cup \text{Ontokens}_2|}
\]

The **FunctionNameSim** similarity measure will return a value in the range [0, 1], where a returned value of 1 represents a total similarity between both function names, and a returned value of 0 represents a total difference between names.

**B. Input parameter similarity**

Let \( O_1 = (\text{Oname}_1, \text{Ip}_1) \), \( O_2 = (\text{Oname}_2, \text{Ip}_2) \) be two functions from different Web services, with \( \text{Oname}_i \) representing the function name and \( \text{Ip}_i \) the set of \( n \) input parameters described as follows:

\[
\text{Ip}_1 = \{ (\text{nameP}_1, \text{typeP}_1), (\text{nameP}_2, \text{typeP}_2), \ldots, (\text{nameP}_n, \text{typeP}_n) \},
\]

\[
\text{Ip}_2 = \{ (\text{nameP}_1, \text{typeP}_1), (\text{nameP}_2, \text{typeP}_2), \ldots, (\text{nameP}_n, \text{typeP}_n) \}.
\]

Each parameter is defined by a pair of name and data type (\( \text{nameP}_i, \text{typeP}_i \)). The input parameter similarity is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{InputParSim}(O_1, O_2) = \frac{|\text{Ip}_1 \cap \text{Ip}_2|}{|\text{Ip}_1 \cup \text{Ip}_2|}
\]
The \( \text{InputParamSim} \) measure will return a value in the range \([0, 1]\), where a returned value of 1 represents a total similarity, and a value of 0 represents a total difference.

### C. Output parameter similarity

Similarly to (1), a measure to evaluate the lexical similarity between output parameter names is defined. Let \( O\text{Name}_1, O\text{Name}_2 \), be two output parameter names from different Web service functions, each consisting of a set of lexical tokens identified by \( O\text{NameTokens}_1 \) and \( O\text{NameTokens}_2 \), respectively. The output parameter name lexical similarity is calculated by:

\[
\text{O\text{NameSim}}(O\text{Name}_1, O\text{Name}_2) = \frac{|O\text{NameTokens}_1 \cap O\text{NameTokens}_2|}{|O\text{NameTokens}_1 \cup O\text{NameTokens}_2|} \tag{3}
\]

The \( \text{O\text{NameSim}} \) measure will return a value in the range \([0, 1]\), where a returned value of 1 represents a total similarity, and a value of 0 represents a total difference.

Let \( O\text{Type}_1, O\text{Type}_2 \), be two output parameter data types from different Web service functions. The output parameter data type similarity between them is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{O\text{TypeSim}}(O\text{Type}_1, O\text{Type}_2) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } O\text{Type}_1 = O\text{Type}_2 \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \tag{4}
\]

The \( \text{O\text{TypeSim}} \) measure will return a value of 1 if both types are equal, and a value of 0 if they are different.

### D. Average output similarity

Let \( O_1 = (O\text{Name}_1, O\text{Type}_1) \), and \( O_2 = (O\text{Name}_2, O\text{Type}_2) \), be two functions from different Web services, with name \( O\text{Name} \) and the output parameter object \( O\text{Type} \) of function \( i \). Each output parameter object \( O\text{Type} \) consists of a pair of name and data type, \( O\text{Type} = (O\text{Name}, O\text{Type}) \). Particularly, \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) are output equivalent if \((O\text{Name}_1 = O\text{Name}_2) \) and \((O\text{Type}_1 = O\text{Type}_2) \).

The output parameter similarity is calculated as the average of output parameter name similarity and output parameter data type similarity as follows:

\[
\text{OutputParSim}(O_1, O_2) = \frac{\text{O\text{NameSim}}(O\text{Name}_1, O\text{Name}_2) + \text{O\text{TypeSim}}(O\text{Type}_1, O\text{Type}_2)}{2} \tag{5}
\]

The \( \text{OutputParSim} \) measure will return a value in the range \([0, 1]\), where a returned value of 1 represents a total similarity, and a value of 0 represents a total difference.

### E. Structural similarity

Structural similarity represents the average of parameter name similarity (1), input parameter similarity (2) and output parameter similarity (5). Let \( O_1 = (O\text{Name}_1, I\text{Type}_1, O\text{Type}_1) \), and \( O_2 = (O\text{Name}_2, I\text{Type}_2, O\text{Type}_2) \), be two Web service functions with their respective sets of input and output parameters; the level of structural similarity between them is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{StructuralSim}(O_1, O_2) = \frac{\text{FunctionNameSim}(O\text{Name}_1, O\text{Name}_2) + \text{InputParSim}(O_1, O_2) + \text{OutputParSim}(O_1, O_2)}{3} \tag{6}
\]

The \( \text{StructuralSim} \) measure will return a value in the range \([0, 1]\), where a returned value of 1 represents a total similarity, and a value of 0 represents a total difference.

Further similarity measures can be defined and combined to obtain more interesting similarity results between services.

### VI. Experimentation

For experimentation 37 public Web service descriptions (WSDL) files were retrieved from Seekda [17]. The architecture depicted in Figure 1 was implemented as follows: a Web service data extraction module, which browses any set of public available WSDL files and extracts the service name, the set of function names, the names and data types of input and output parameters; an ontology population module, which registers into the ontology new function instances after data is extracted from WDSL files, and a similarity relations discovery module, which calculates structural similarities between function pairs and registers new semantic relations between compared individuals, if the level of similarity resulted higher than a threshold.

The parser module extracted the function names, input and output parameter names and types from the initial 37 Web service description files. As a result, the ontology was populated with a total of 537 new \( \text{Functions} \), and 6317 \( \text{Parameters} \) registered. In this case, the resulting ontology is considered dynamic and evolving over time.

The discovery of structural similarity relations was calculated between all individuals from the \( \text{Function} \) class. Resulting relations were named \( \text{isFunctionNameSimilarTo, isOutputParamSimilarTo, isInputParamSimilarTo, and isStructuralSimilarTo} \). If the resulting level of similarity is higher than an established threshold, then a similarity relationship is generated between both functions in the ontology. For the set of 537 functions, similarity results are shown in Table 1. Thereafter, the ontology continues growing in similarity relationships as new services are registered. In this case, the resulting ontology is considered dynamic and evolving over time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity relationship</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Function name similarity</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input parameter similarity</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output parameter similarity</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural similarity</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The set of structural similar relationships is a combined result of the function name, input parameter and output parameter similarities for each function pair, which is the main reason of the reduced number of relations in comparison with the three previous.
VII. APPLICATION CASES

Searching and discovery of specific service functionalities are among the most important service-related tasks, because it allows software developers and integrators to find specific services functionalities which satisfy their needs. Majority of Web service repositories offer basic search mechanisms, mostly based on key-word and service category matching. The service ontology reported in this paper supports the same search mechanism, but the set of similarity relations discovered and established between services functions; allow seeking and finding more services functions that are structurally related, returning more and significant functions. The following rules are specified to query the ontology and obtain answers about the set of functions being treated. The query rule shown in (7) displays pairs of Functions instances for which a relation of Input Parameter similarity was discovered and established.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \text{Function}(y) \land \\
\text{isInputParamSimilarTo}(x, y) \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

Similarly, the query rule shown in (8) displays pairs of Functions instances for which a relation of Output Parameter similarity was discovered and established.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \text{Function}(y) \land \\
isOutputParamSimilarTo(x, y) \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

The query rule showed in (9) displays pairs of Functions individuals for which a relation of Function Name similarity was discovered and established.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \text{Function}(y) \land \\
isFunctionNameSimilarTo(x, y) \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

Finally, the query rule presented in (10) is very useful because it allows inferring what functions may be substitutable each other, provided they meet three conditions: Input Parameter similarity, Output Parameter similarity and Function Name similarity.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \text{Function}(y) \land \\
isInputParamSimilarTo(x, y) \land \\
isOutputParamSimilarTo(x, y) \land \\
isFunctionNameSimilarTo(x, y) \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

Rule (11) searches flight service functions which return flying routes. Results of this query-rule are shown in Table 2.

\[
\text{FlightServices}(x) \land \\
\text{hasOperation}(x, y) \land \\
\text{hasOperationName}(y, z) \land \\
\text{swrlb:contains}(z, "Route") \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

TABLE II. SERVICES THAT OFFER FLYING ROUTES FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volagratis</td>
<td>Volagratis-getRoutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc</td>
<td>Arc-GetRoutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the service ontology it is possible to extend the search of flight functions using the input parameter similarity relation. Rule (12) searches flight service functions which return flying routes and similar functions which hold an Input Similarity relationship. Result is shown in Table 3.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \\
\text{hasOperationName}(x, y) \land \\
\text{swrlb:contains}(y, "Route") \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

TABLE III. SERVICES THAT OFFER FLYING ROUTES FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arc-GetRoutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc-GetAvailability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another example of searching “booking” functions using the function name similarity relation is executed with the query rule (13). Results of this query are shown in Table 4.

\[
\text{Function}(x) \land \\
\text{hasOperationName}(x, y) \land \\
\text{swrlb:contains}(y, "booking") \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(x, y)
\]

TABLE IV. SERVICES THAT OFFER FLYING ROUTES FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotelmercado_WS-SetConfirmBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelmercado_WS-GetBookingInfo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TourConexWebService-doMainServiceCarBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TourConexWebService-doBookingStatistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-cancelBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-cancelBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-cancelBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-confirmBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-confirmBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-confirmBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-confirmBooking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-confirmBooking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Substitution is another important task for the Web service community; it allows searching and selecting a similar service function that matches input and output parameters. The query-rule (14) applied to the service ontology helps the developer to search and find “substitutable” services, based on syntactic and structural similarity measures. Results of
this query are shown in Table 5. A normal and common service repository does not support such kind of searches. The developer should do so manually, requiring more effort and time.

\[
\text{Function}(?x) \wedge \\
\text{Function}(?y) \wedge \\
isInputParamSimilarTo(?x, ?y) \wedge \\
isOutputParamSimilarTo(?x, ?y) \wedge \\
isOperationNameSimilarTo(?x, ?y) \wedge \\
hasOperationName(?x, \text{str1}) \wedge \\
hasOperationName(?y, \text{str1}) \wedge \\
\text{swrlb:notEqual}(?x, ?y) \\
\rightarrow \text{sqwrl:select}(?x, ?y)
\]

TABLE V. SUBSTITUTABLE SERVICE FUNCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BookingLand-CountryProvinceList</td>
<td>BookingLand-CountryProvinceCityList</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHotelsWebService5-startTransaction</td>
<td>CHotelsWebService5-starTransactionMulti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-getSimpleAvailability</td>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-getSimpleAvailabilityTeste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORSWebService-Ping</td>
<td>CreditCardServiceV1-ping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-MakeSimpleReservationTeste</td>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-MakeSimpleReservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pegas-getSpecifiedFlightList</td>
<td>pegas-getFlightList</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-DeleteUserHotel</td>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-DeleteHotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-DeleteUserHotel</td>
<td>WSNNewHotelSrv-DeleteUser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookingLand-ProviderAvailabilityEx</td>
<td>BookingLand-ProviderAvailability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookingLand-ProviderSearchQuickEx</td>
<td>BookingLand-ProviderSearchQuickEx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Performance analysis of service-related tasks is an important issue whenever these tasks are based on ontological representation. In particular, in this paper the following service tasks are of performance concern:

Ontology population. This is the most time consuming task because for each service instance treated requires the execution of two operations: service parsing and service ontology recording. Which means that for each service, the parser extracts its operation names and respective input and output parameters, and then records all instances into their ontology classes. In particular, for the set of 37 initial Services used for experimentation, a total of 537 Functions, and 6317 Parameters were registered into the ontology file. Therefore, this task required a total of 37 service parsing operations and the sum of 37 + 537 + 6317 = 6891 ontology-write operations. Obviously, the more service instances are treated the more time is needed. However, this particular time-consuming task is not considered as critical, because it is executed only once per service set. Even more, when new service instances are to be recorded into the same ontology, they are first validated for non-redundancy, therefore only new different services are allocated. Ontology population is a time-consuming task, but is not a frequent task.

Search, discovery and substitution. In a traditional implementation approach these tasks would require traversing the entire ontology T-Box and A-Box to find particular class instances, relation instances or individuals. However, in this paper the use of a rule language enhanced with querying constructs (SWRL) allows the definition and execution of rule-based search, discovery and substitution. A rule-based querying mechanism offers improved performance, as it filters only the necessary class, relations, axioms and individuals needed for the execution of each rule. For instance, when the inference engine executes the query rule (7) it requires to load a total of 537 Function instances and 470 InputParameterSimilarity relations, resulting in a space-reduced selection operation.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Results show advances on automatic similarity relations discovery from public available Web service descriptions. The automatic population of the ontology with existing WSDL files is a relevant advance towards the automated reutilization and construction of service-based solutions using pre-existing resources. Resulting similarities between service functions show that the set of measures calculations can be combined to obtain more complex and significant information concerning functions inter-relations. This combination of measures can be conducted by implementing more similarity methods or by defining additional rules of inference. This process can be defined as Web services mining in the sense that helps to discover unknown relationships between functions. Inference is a key issue for maintainability and evolution of the ontology; inference rules generate new inter-relationships between functions and help to answer constrained queries regarding asserted inter-relationships in the ontology. Experimental results show that the overall process towards the automation of public Web services mining based on ontology population and structural similarity measures is feasible and can be completely automated.

The next steps of this research are the implementation and combination of more sophisticated similarity measures to facilitate automatic discovery and composition of Web services. In particular, behavior similarity measures, data type comparison measures, and linguistic patterns will be designed and applied to discover deeper semantic relations between public available Web services.
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